
4 Types of Data Observability

Which One Is Right For You?



INTRODUCTION

Suppose you're in charge of maintaining a large set of data pipelines from external
and internal sources, data warehouses, and streaming sources. How can you ensure
that your data meets expectations after every transformation? That's where data
observability comes in.

While data observability has been used broadly, it is essential to understand the
different types of data observability solutions to pick the right tool for your use case.

In general, there are four types of data observability solutions:

Data infrastructure observability

Data testing

Metadata monitoring

Data observability

This e-book will teach you about these solutions, their pros and cons, and the best
ways to implement each.
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1. Data Infrstrastucture Observability

What is Data Infrastructure Observability?

As the name suggests, this type of observability is about the infrastructure in which
the data is stored, shared, or processed. This type of observability focuses on
eliminating operational blindspots and performance issues and reducing cost and
infrastructure spending.

As data volumes increase, organizations continuously add more environments,
computing power, and resources to handle their operational demands. This type of
observability can help manage rising costs and outages.

For example, it can measure which jobs are taking longer to run compared to the
historical norms, analyze workload efficiency, and identify bottlenecks and
performance issues. 
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Ideal Use Cases for Data Infrastructure Observability

Typically infrastructure observability tools are used for:

Price and Capacity Optimization

These tools can identify overprovisioned and unused resources to help lower
unexpected expenses. For example, using resource utilization insights, you can
monitor the usage of your Snowflake or Databricks clusters and optimize the
compute vs. costs of your data infrastructure.

Additionally, these tools provide spend forecasting to help plan your contracts,
analyze current and projected spend, and track department-level budgeting and
chargebacks.

Performance Improvements

Data infrastructure observability tools can identify bottlenecks, long-running queries,
redundancies, and performance improvement opportunities by analyzing data
workloads. They offer built-in alerting that automatically monitors the infrastructure
and notifies system admins about potential slowdowns and outages.

Time series analysis of historical usage data provides insights into future resource
configuration, data distribution, and query performance.

They also offer performance simulation packages to help DataOps teams optimize
the expected performance from existing resources and tune their systems to
minimize resource utilization.
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2. Data Testing

What is Data Testing?

Data testing uses a set of rules to check if the data conforms to specific
requirements.

Data tests can be implemented throughout a data pipeline, from the ingestion point
to the destination, but some trade-offs are involved.

These tests are deliberate in that they're implemented with a single, specific goal. A
test validates a single data object at one particular point in the data pipeline.

For example, one test evaluates a field in a particular table by comparing it to a
business rule, such as a specific date format. Another test verifies the frequency of
each date, and so on. As you can imagine, this process can be laborious, where for
every business expectation, a new test needs to be written, verified, and maintained.

Although this a practical tool for rudimentary checks, as you can see, data testing
can only catch data issues you know could happen and cannot detect unknown
unknowns.
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Ideal Use Cases for Data Testing

The best use cases for data testing include:

A Natural Fit for an ELT Approach

ELT, which stands for "Extract, Load, Transform," is similar to its counterpart ETL,
"Extract, Transform, Load." This process moves raw data from a source system to a
destination resource, such as a data warehouse where using SQL, the data is
de-duplicated, cleaned, validated, tested, and formatted for analysis.

Given today's modern cloud-based data warehouses like BigQuery, Snowflake, or
Redshift or a data lakehouse like Delta Lake offer both storage and computing power
and the ability to process semi-structured data, organizations often toss their logs,
database dumps, and any third-party data into these technologies. Subsequently,
they use an ELT process to clean, integrate, and test their data for analysis.

Spot Checking in Legacy Stacks

Typically, legacy data warehousing technology, such as OLAP cubes, doesn't scale
properly. That's why many organizations transform data using legacy ETL tooling to
create summary tables to only load aggregated data into these cubes. In this
architecture, tests are set up throughout the pipeline and at every step to ensure
that the data stays consistent in quality as it gets processed. This result is a
time-consuming and costly operation that is hard to maintain over time.
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Model Validation

An essential part of building predictive models is testing the model's performance
against real-life test data sets before putting it into production. In this case, after the
model is created using a training data set, the values predicted by the model are
compared to a validation/test data set. These comparison tests span from simple
SQL checks to computer vision validation testing.
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3. Metadata Monitoring

What is Metadata Monitoring?

In metadata monitoring, instead of writing specific rules to assess if the data values
meet your requirements, metadata, and system logs infer information about the
health of your data pipelines. These tools constantly check metrics such as schema
changes, row counts, table update timestamps, and other information and compare
that against acceptable thresholds to alert on issues.

Metadata monitoring's main task is constantly producing these metrics to reduce
the data engineering time and effort in detecting and resolving issues. For example,
a data volume metric continuously counts rows in a table. If the number of rows
suddenly spikes, it produces an alert and notifies the data team that manages that
table.

Although these tools can provide high-level vital signs about the data by checking
the metadata, they require writing SQL and executing these statements in the
underlying database or data warehouse to validate the actual data values inside the
data. For example, to validate whether a date field is in a specific format, you need to
send a SQL statement into the database like the following.

SELECT CASE WHEN ISDATE(@string) = 1

AND @string LIKE '[1-2][0-9][0-9][0-9]/[0-1][0-9]/[0-3][0-9]' 

THEN 1 ELSE 0 END;

This approach is similar to the data testing approach, where it can only catch data
issues you know could happen.
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Ideal Use Cases for Metadata Monitoring

A few typical use cases for a metadata monitoring tool include:

Operational Health of Data Warehouses

Today's metadata monitoring tools have out-of-the-box integrations with various
databases, data lakes, and data warehouses, so you don't have to figure out how to
read and interact with each system's dialect, metadata, and logs and implement
testing frameworks that work for each. They automate the process and lower the
resource-heavy nature of observability tasks.

With this type of observability, you can ensure that your data warehouse is up and
running and there are no significant downtimes that would affect your business
operations.

Reports and Dashboards Integrity

Often the highest impact of data downtime is the applications that directly consume
it. In this approach identifying the most critical reports and dashboards that most
users consume and make decisions on is the first step.

Metadata observability tools have discovery capabilities in recognizing the tables and
schemas that feed critical business reports. As they start to monitor these tables,
they detect any change in the schema, data loads, abnormal spikes in volumes, and
other indicators to alert and notify data owners about potential issues.
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A Starting Place to Build and Monitor Data Testing

Monitoring tools can guide organizations in setting up proper tests. Often an
organization's data pipelines have been put together over the years. Low data
maturity and not prioritizing data quality have led many data teams to take on
technical debt and spin up resources to debug their pipelines. Metadata
observability can give these organizations a great starting point to detect the most
significant points of failure as a starting point for further testing. These tools can
further operationalize these tests to monitor and track them over time.
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4. Data Observability

What is Data Observability?

Data observability is a deeper level of observability that the metadata monitoring
tools offer. Data observability tools focus on the data, its values, content, and
accuracy. They observe and learn from your data over time to establish a baseline to
predict future expectations.

Although both data testing and data observability look at the data values for
accuracy and completeness, unlike data testing, data observability is indeterminate.
Data tests are rarely designed to catch drifts and changes in the data. As data
evolves, these tests often break because their logic doesn't account for the change in
data, anomalies, outliers, and unknown issues. On the other hand, data observability
catches the unknown unknowns.

Data observability becomes even more valuable when it paints a holistic picture of
your pipelines. By tracking data at various parts of a data pipeline over time, data
engineers can detect anomalies early and close to the source of the issue to help
prevent downstream impact.
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Ideal Use Cases for Data Observability

These are among the best use cases for a data observability tool:

No-Code Implementations

Unlike data testing and metadata monitoring, data observability is primarily a
turnkey solution. As discussed in the prior sections, data testing is mostly a
code-heavy process, and metadata observability includes writing, executing, and
maintaining SQL to validate the data at the record level that is otherwise not
captured by metadata-based KPIs.

These systems are built to observe the actual data and calculate data quality and
business metrics based on the value of the data. For example, with data
observability, you can see drifts in the distribution of values over time.

These tools also offer visualization capabilities. Instead of staring at numerous
metrics, data monitoring tools allow you to explore the collected data quality metrics
over time and in an intuitive manner.

Anomaly Detection

Data is constantly changing. Unlike metadata observability, which can not catch
outliers in data values, and data testing, which is blind to new formations of data and
unknown unknowns, data observability observes data over time, learning and
predicting its expected values to detect unwanted values and unexpected data
issues downstream.
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Anomaly detection inherently requires that the data be investigated and analyzed at
its full fidelity and without sampling. However, not all data observability solutions
offer this capability. Be sure to truly understand the mechanics of anomaly detection
of the platforms you are evaluating.

Observability for a Modern, Complex Data Stack

The complexity of data has increased over time. Modern data stacks consist of data
lakes, warehouses, streaming sources, structured, semi-structured, and unstructured
data, APIs, and much more. The more complex the data pipeline, the harder it is to
monitor and detect its quality and reliability issues.

Validating data through testing for semi-structured and other complex data types
requires preparing and re-shaping data into an observable format (e.g., a tabular).
Metadata monitoring is also limited to sources with proper and sufficient metadata
and system logs which does not apply to data streams or APIs.

For these reasons, data observability has become the primary use case when data
pipelines are more complex and combine mixed-type data sets.

Business KPI Drifts

Given data observability tools monitor and track data values, they can measure and
track business KPIs. For example, you can continuously monitor the range of
incoming values of transaction amounts.

These tools automatically learn about your data and can detect any outliers
compared to its historical trends and expected values. This autopilot system will
show spikes and outliers in bad data and help increase your trust in good data.
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Closing thoughts

This article elaborated on the best use cases for data infrastructure observability,
data testing, metadata monitoring, and data observability. All four types of
observability can prevent data issues and minimize time spent downstream
recovery. While all four are integral parts of the data reliability engineering subfield,
they differ. This table elaborates on the differences between them and shows how
and where to implement each.

Data
Observability
Types

Data Infrastructure
Monitoring

Data Testing Metadata Monitoring Data Observability

Ideal for * Optimizing resource
utilization and
performance
* Detecting unused
resources
* Infrastructure cost
reduction

* Rules-based metrics
* Ad hoc checks
* SQL-based or relational
databases

* Schema changes 
* Timestamp of
updates
* Operational metrics
and high-level vital
signs

* Anomaly detection
* Accuracy at the
record level
* Mixed data types and
systems

Limitations * Insight about data
quality and health

* Detects only known
issues
* Engineering heavy
* Slows down the
performance of observed
systems

* Perimeter
knowledge vs.
knowledge of the
content
* False positives
* Data validation
requires coding
* Only SQL-based data

* Can't predict
infrastructure health
and costs
* Requires rules for
business policies
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What Type of Data Observability Does Telmai Provide?

Telmai is a data observability tool that provides a holistic overview of your data's
health. Telmai covers three types of observability explained in this paper: data
testing, metadata monitoring, and data observability.

Telmai can be embedded at any point of a data pipeline, from ingestion to
downstream data lakehouse or data warehouse to monitor data in structured or
semi-structured forms. It has a no-code setup and is simple, fast, and easy to use.
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